In this paper the second-order random fuzzy differential equations (SRFDEs) under generalized Hukuhara differentiability are introduced. Under suitable conditions we obtain the existence and uniqueness results of solutions to an SRFDE. To prove this assertion we use the idea of successive approximations. Some examples are given to illustrate these results.
Introduction
The study of fuzzy differential equations (FDEs) forms a suitable setting for the mathematical modeling of real-world problems in which uncertainties or vagueness pervade. Most practical problems can be modeled as FDEs [, ] . Therefore, FDEs are a very important topic both in theory and application, for example, in population models, in engineering, in chaotic systems and in modeling hydraulics. Differentiability of fuzzy-valued functions was first introduced by Chang and Zadeh [] , and followed by Dubois and Prade [] , who defined and used the extension principle [] . Other approaches have been discussed by Puri and Ralescu [] , which generalized and extended the concept of Hukuhara differentiability for set-valued mappings to the class of fuzzy mappings. In this setting the fuzzy differential equations can be viewed as an abstract differential equation via embedding the fuzzy number space into Banach space. In this framework, many papers concerned with the existence and uniqueness problems. The problem of the existence and uniqueness begins with the investigations of Kaleva (see [] ) for the fuzzy Volterra integral equation that is equivalent to the initial value problem for fuzzy differential equations, where the Lipschitz condition and the Banach fixed point theorem and the method of successive approximations are applied in the problem of the existence and uniqueness of the solution. Wu et al. [, ] and Song and Wu [] changed the initial value problem of fuzzy differential equations into abstract differential equations on a closed convex cone in a Banach space by the operator j, that is, the isometric embedding from (E d , D  ) onto its range in the Banach space X. They established the relationship between a solution and its approximate type and dissipative-type conditions. Lupulescu [] established a new concept of inner product on the fuzzy space. By help of these concepts author formulated some dissipative conditions for fuzzy initial value problem and, under these conditions, author established the global existence and uniqueness of a solution of fuzzy differential equations. In the last few years, many researchers have worked on the theoretical of fuzzy differential equations [-] and other recent works such as the study of some topological properties and structure of the solutions to the Cauchy problem for fuzzy differential systems (see [, ] ). Subsequently, some very important extensions of the fuzzy differential equations based on H-derivative are the fuzzy functional differential equations [] , the random fuzzy differential equations [] , the fuzzy neutral differential equations [] , and the fuzzy fractional differential equations [, ] . However, the approach using Hukuhara differentiation suffers a grave disadvantage, i.e., the solution has the property that the diameter diam[x(t)] α is nondecreasing in t, and so it is very hard to get any deep results on qualitative theory for fuzzy differential equations, such as asymptotic property, periodicity, bifurcation. Furthermore, Bede [] proved that a large class of two-point boundary value problems have no solutions at all under H-differentiability.
Recently, Bede et al. [-] and Stefanini and Bede []
solved the above mentioned approach under strongly generalized differentiability of fuzzy-number-valued functions and studied fuzzy initial valued for the fuzzy differential equations involving strongly generalized differentiability. In this case the derivative exists and the solutions of fuzzy differential equations may have decreasing diameters, but the uniqueness is lost. Thus, almost all important discussions on the qualitative problems for FDEs are deduced in the framework of this approach (see [, , ]). Therefore, our point is that the generalization of the concept of H-differentiability can be of great help in the dynamic study of fuzzy differential equations and random fuzzy problems. [] . In this paper, we will use a definition of fuzzy random variable which was introduced by Puri and Ralescu [] . This definition is currently the one most often used in probabilistic and statistical aspects of the theory of fuzzy random variables.
In [, ] , the authors considered the random fuzzy differential equation with initial value Author established the local and global existence and uniqueness results for (.) by using the method of successive approximations. Besides, in fact, a large class of physically important problem is described by fuzzy random differential systems. We believed that mathematical models of physical phenomena should have the properties that existence and uniqueness of solution and the solution's behavior changes continuously with the initial conditions. The importance of existence and uniqueness theorems in the study of initial value problems is well known due to their relevance in establishing the well-posedness of the real-world problems arising in physical and engineering systems. Uniqueness results play a significant role in the continuation of solutions and in the theory of autonomous systems. While the uniqueness results almost always come at the cost of stringent conditions, they are valuable, for without such uniqueness results it is impossible to make predictions about the behavior of physical systems. Therefore, in this paper, we consider the second-order random fuzzy differential equation initial value problem of the form
where f :
H denotes the second-order generalized Hukuhara derivative. The purpose of this article is to discuss the behaviors of solutions to the second-order random fuzzy differential equations under generalized Hukuhara differentiability, such as the existence and uniqueness of solutions, and that the solution's behavior changes continuously with the initial conditions, which are important in the theory of fuzzy stochastic dynamical system analysis.
In this paper, we study four kinds of solutions to SRFDEs. The different types of solutions to SRFDEs are generated by the usage of two different concepts of the fuzzy derivative. We were inspired and motivated by the results of Bede The paper is organized as follows: In Section , we collect the fundamental notions and facts about fuzzy set space, fuzzy differentiation and integration. We recall the notions of fuzzy random variable and fuzzy stochastic process. In Section , we discuss the SRFDEs with two kinds of fuzzy derivatives. For both cases, under suitable conditions we prove the existence and uniqueness of solutions to SRFDEs by using a contraction principle and the method of successive approximations. We carry out an analysis of the behavior of the solutions when data of the equation are subject to errors. In Section , we provide some examples to illustrate these results.
Preliminaries
In this section, we give some notations and properties related to fuzzy set space, and summarize the major results for integration and differentiation of fuzzy-set-valued mappings. We recall also the notations of fuzzy random variable and fuzzy stochastic process. Let 
The Hausdorff distance or Pompeiu-
, and · denotes usual Euclidean norm in R d . It is well known (see
is a complete, separable, and locally compact metric space with respect
Elements of E d are often called fuzzy sets of
We will call this set an α-cut (α-level set) of the fuzzy set u.
Especially, for addition and scalar multiplication in fuzzy set space 
Some properties of metric D  are as follows (see e.g.
[]):
is not separable and is 
Further we want to introduce the notions of integrability and differentiability which will be used in the paper. Let [a, b] ⊂ R be a compact interval, -∞ < a < b < +∞. We recall some measurability and integrability properties for the fuzzy mappings in [, ].
A fuzzy mapping
A fuzzy mapping x : I → E d is called integrably bounded, if there exists an integrable func-
Definition . (see Puri and Ralescu
by I x(t) dt, is defined levelwise by the expression 
It is well known that the strongly generalized differentiability was introduced in [] and studied in [, -, , ].
. We say that x is strongly generalized differentiable of the first-order differential at t, if there exists D
We say that a function is (i)-differentiable if it is strongly generalized differentiable as in case (i) of the definition above, etc.
Lemma . (Bede and Gal
[]) If x(t) = (x  (t), x  (t), x  (t)) is a triangular fuzzy-valued function, then (i) if x is (i)-differentiable (i.e., Hukuhara differentiable), then D ,g H x(t) = (x  (t), x  (t), x  (t)); (ii) if x is (ii)-differentiable, then D ,g H x(t) = (x  (t), x  (t), x  (t)).
Lemma . (Chalco-Cano and Román-Flores []) Let x : I → E  be a fuzzy-valued function and denote
assume that the derivative D
One can obtain a formulation of equivalence between solutions of first-order random fuzzy differential equations and random fuzzy integral equations (see [, ]).

Lemma . The first-order random fuzzy differential equation
is supposed to be continuous with P., is equivalent to one of the integral equations 
In the sequel, we express the definition of second-order strongly generalized differentiability which is proposed in [].
Definition . Let x : (a, b) → E d and t ∈ (a, b). We say that x is strongly generalized differentiable of the second-order differential at t, if there exists D
H x(t -h) and the following limits hold (in the metric D  ):
, and the following limits hold (in the metric D  ):
In this paper we consider only the two first of Definition .. Further, we say that x is (i-i)-differentiable ((ii-ii)-differentiable) on I, if x and its derivative are differentiable in the sense (i) (in the sense (ii)) of Definition . and (i) ((ii)) of Definition ., respectively. Similarly, we say that x is (i-ii)-differentiable ((ii-i)-differentiable) on I, if x and its derivative are differentiable in the sense (i) (in the sense (ii)) of Definition . and (ii) ((i)) of Definition ., respectively.
Similar to Lemma ., we have the following result for second-order derivative under generalized Hukuhara differentiability. 
(t, α) have first-order and second-order derivatives and
D ,g H x(t) α = x(t, α) , x(t, α) . (b) Let x(t) be (i)-differentiable and D ,g H x(t) be (ii)-differentiable, or, let x(t) be (ii)-differentiable and D ,g H x(t) be (i)-differentiable; then x(t, α), x(t,D ,g H x(t) α = x(t, α) , x(t, α) . For I = [a, b] ⊂ R let C(I, E d ) denote the space of continuous mappings form I to E d .
Define a metric H in C(I, E d ) by H[z, w] = sup t∈[a,b] D  [z(t), w(t)], where z, w ∈ C(I, E d ).
It is well known that (C(I, E d ), H) is a complete metric space. Moreover, in vector form,
is a complete space. In addition, throughout this paper, we shall use the notation For convenience, from now on, we shall write x(ω) P. = y(ω) to replace P({ω | x(ω) = y(ω)}) =  for short, where x, y are random elements, and similarly for inequalities. Also we shall write x(t, ω)
where x, y are some stochastic processes, and similarly for inequalities.
Main results
Let t  ∈ R, p > . In this section, we shall consider again the following initial value problem for the second-order random fuzzy differential equation:
where the symbol D ,g H denotes the second-order strongly generalized differentiable from Definition .,
is a fuzzy stochastic process
We say that fuzzy In the sequel, a similar result can be found in [] . One can obtain a formulation of equivalence between solutions of second-order random fuzzy differential equations and random fuzzy integral equations.
is continuous with P..
A fuzzy stochastic process x : [t  , t  + p] × → E d is a solution to the problem (.) if and
) and x satisfies one of the following random fuzzy integral equations:
Remark . We can reduce (.) to the following systems of two first-order random fuzzy differential equations:
together with the initial conditions z  (t  , ω)
For convenience, we apply the vector notation Z(t, ω) =
, and we rewrite the problem (.) and (.) as
We note that problems (.) and (.) are equivalent. Similarly to Lemma ., one can obtain a formulation of equivalence between solutions of system of two first-order random fuzzy differential equations and system of random fuzzy integral equations. 
To show that the opposite implication is true let us assume that z  , z  :
are continuous fuzzy stochastic processes and they satisfy equation (.). Equation (.) allows us to claim that there exist Hukuhara differences
. By Remark .(P), we observe that
and
Therefore, from (.)-(.) we infer that
Multiplying (.) by  -h and passing to the limit with h  we have
Similar to (.) we obtain
By Definition ., it follows that z  and z  are (ii)-differentiable, and consequently
The proof is complete.
The following theorems present the existence and uniqueness results for problem (.). For the existence and uniqueness, we use the method of successive approximations.
Let us consider the mappings f : 
L  (·, ω) are continuous with P. and 
Then the successive approximations given by
for case (i-i)-differentiability, and
where
Applying Gronwall's inequality we can infer that In the sequel, we shall present some examples being simple illustrations of the theory of second-order random fuzzy differential equations. Let us start the illustrations by consid-ering the following SRFDE: Example . Let = (, ), F -Borel σ -field of subsets of , P-Lebesgue measure on ( , F). Let us consider the second-order random fuzzy differential equation as follows:
Case : From (.), we get
By solving (.), we obtain
Clearly, x and D Case : From (.), we have
(.) By solving (.), we get
Clearly, x is (i)-differentiable and D
Hence, there is an (i-ii)-solution in this case. This solution is shown in Figure  .
Case : From (.), we obtain
(.)
By solving (.), we get
Since x is not (ii)-differentiable, there is no (ii-i)-solution in this case. 
Conclusions
In this paper, we discussed the local existence and uniqueness results for the second-order random fuzzy differential equations. Under Lipschitz conditions we obtain the existence and uniqueness theorems of solution for SRFDE. In future work on SRFDEs, we would like to study the local and global existence and uniqueness results of solutions for secondorder random fuzzy differential equation under weaker conditions.
